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Principle 2
Ocean Literacy

The ocean and life in the 
ocean shape the features of 
the Earth. 

Great Lakes Literacy
Natural forces formed the 
Great Lakes, which continue 
to shape the features of their 
watershed.
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Principle 2: The ocean and life in the ocean shape the features of the Earth. (OL)

 Natural forces formed the Great Lakes, which continue to shape the 
features of their watershed. (GL)

Ooze Clues ..............................................................................................................37
What Causes the Shoreline to Erode? ....................................................................41

activity across topics, and appreciated the science 
process applications: “Science.is.all.about.making.
predictions.and.looking.for.answers.within.data..
This.activity.nicely.did.both..I.used.the.activity.
at.the.beginning.of.my.invertebrate.unit.as.we.
discussed.plankton..They.had.just.learned.about.
diatoms.and.had.drawn.them.under.the.microscope,.
so.they.knew.what.they.were..We.had.just.finished.a.
unit.on.the.ocean.floor.so.it.was.good.to.relate.the.
two.units.”

For teachers who are seeking a direct freshwater 
parallel, a sample activity on lake sediment cores, 
with pollen instead of plankton, Paleoclimates.and.
Pollen.is found at http://www.windows.ucar.edu/
tour/link=/teacher_resources/teach_pollen.html. 
The use of layers of lacustrine [lake] sediment 
layers for documenting changes over time is 
important in showing how climate has changed 
in different parts of the world. Scientists studying 
sediments in a Lake Erie pond1 have data that could 
be used to construct a lesson that roughly parallel 
the data use and hypothesizing in Ooze.Clues.

What Causes the Shoreline to Erode? 
This activity originated with Ohio Sea Grant, and 
the erosion examples are from the Great Lakes. 
Of course, the same processes occur on ocean 
shores as well, and impacts are also related to the 
shoreline composition. In the activity, students 
simulate the action of waves on shorelines of 

E ssential Principle #2 is the one in which 
much of the geology content of Ocean and 

Great Lakes Literacy is addressed. The activities 
in this set represent geological phenomena that 
can be found in some form in both the ocean and 
Great Lakes. One activity relates to underwater 
sediments, how they are formed and how people 
interpret Earth history with their configuration; 
the second activity focuses on some dramatic 
macroscopic shoreline geology. Both lessons 
address how humans study and interact with the 
geological phenomena.

Ooze Clues, from the Bridge for Marine 
Education, describes major types of biogenic 
ocean sediments and asks students to determine 
where they occur on the sea floor based on their 
characteristics and how they react with ocean water. 
Since the skeletons of diatoms and foraminifera 
form the silicious and calcareous oozes, and ocean 
depth affects where these remnants of life are 
found, the lesson also demonstrates how biology 
interacts directly with geology. Students will apply 
and practice skills in data analysis, predicting, map 
reading and making comparisons.

The lesson is designed for high school and is 
best done with groups that have already studied 
plankton and foraminifera. Some teachers who 
used the lesson on the Atlantic coast added advance 
information about the plankton and forams in local 
sediments. The same teachers have commented 
that the questions in the lesson are fairly low 
level but do require students to identify the 
science used to justify their choice of location for 
the types of sediments. A Great Lakes educator 
used the lesson as a summative and connective 

(Endnotes)

1 Stuckey, Ronald L. and David L. Moore, 1995. Return and 

Increase in Abundance of Aquatic Flowering Plants in Put-In-

Bay Harbor, Lake Erie, Ohio. OHIO J. SCI. 95 (3): 261-266
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different composition and anticipate the ways a 
shoreline will change with continuing erosion. 
The lesson uses a range of science process skills, 
including map reading and interpretation, decision 
making and concept mapping. For the educators 
who reviewed this lesson, the addition of a lab 
experience for students to simulate a shoreline 
model was also a strong engaging component. As 
one reviewer pointed out in her evaluation, “The.
introduction.provides.an.excellent.overview.of.
the.natural.causes.of.shoreline.erosion.because.
all.the.facts.that.are.needed.are.stated.within.
three.sentences..The.shoreline.of.the.Great.
Lakes.is.like.the.ocean.shoreline.in.that.both.are.
subject.to.erosion.from.external.forces..We.can.
compare.and.contrast.the.external.forces.and.
the.rate.of.shoreline.erosion.on.the.Great.Lakes.
and.in.the.ocean..Since.both.bodies.of.water.are.
interconnected,.it.is.important.to.let.the.students.
know.the.important.relationship.for.our.existence.of.
these.bodies.of.water.”

For higher grades and an example of how 
technologies inform scientists about coastal erosion, 
teachers may want to try Erosion.in.the.Outer.
Banks, at http://www.lib.unc.edu/dc/ncmaps/
erosion_k12.html. 
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